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Environmental management increasingly is being accepted by corporations as a sound business strategy that
can give a company a competitive edge.
Dr. Margaret G. Kerr l
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Business and industry, over the last decade, have:recognized the va!oe of"qwility management systea:ns"in
improving the quality, and the market acceptance, oftheir products. The success of"QM" systems has led
industry to explore ways of extending the concepts embodied in such systems to other management areas. In
parallel, industry has recognized that the increasing number and types ofenv:iroD.mental requirements faced by
virtwilly every industrial facility can no longer be satisfied by the ''traditional'' approaches. As a result, an
increasing number ofcompanies and individual industrial facilities are developing and implementing an
"Enviromnemal Management Systems" (EMS) as meaDS of meeting their eDViro.mnental requirements in a more
systematic and effective way. An EMS recognjzes the common needs ofboth intemal and extemal stakeholders
and develops a proactive management system that meets the expectations of all the stakeholders. A
xepresentative EMS includes:
management commitment, responsibility and oversight;
pl.axming and comrol at all levels ofmanagement;
- documentation of procedures and records;
audit and iDspection procedures;
- processes for cor:rective action md continual improvement; and
- continual md ongoing training and capability bWldiug.
D
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The Wilton Armetale Fo1mdry ofMt Joy, FA. is a good example ofwhat is happening within many industrial
companies. 2 Wilton Armetale reoogWzed that maintaining compliance with the many emiromnental
requirements was going to become increasingly more difficult, that some ofthe barriers between the regulators
md industry needed to be broken, and the "bad industry" label that foundries had:received needed to be changed.
Wilton begm by developing goals to:
- ensure that Wilton Armetale could adopt Ii worry-free att.i:mde concerning emiromnental issues
- partner with the stare and federal regulators to secure Ii two-way working relations.bip
comm'Oll:licate 'lAeir plm and goals to the commm:rity, thus breaking the industry -commm:rity barrier
With those goals in mind, Wilton developed and implemented a strategic euviromnental plm that encompassed
the different aspects: polhrtion prevention, waste sou.rce reduction. recycling and comm:amity awareness. The
program that was developed has resulted both in substantial energy, mviro:nmental and production cost savings
while meeting the three goals establi.'Ihed for the program.
D

Wilton Axmetale is only one of many compwes who have derived multiple benefits from the development of an
environmental management system tailored to the needs and requirements of their individual operations. Those
companies that have developed a successfu1 EMS recognize that for it to be snccessful, it must be integrated into
the total management stnwtwe of the company/organization. An EMS must become an integral part ofthe
corporate p1llllming program., incorporated into the daily operational process, included in the employee training
program, integrated into the data gathering and analysis process and meshed into the management decision
process. In smmnmy, the organization makes a conscious commitment 10 contimW improvement in the
organization's enviromnental impact and that commitment becomes a part of the formal and informal culture of
the organization.
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TIlE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
In June 1992, at the U.N. Conference on Environmental Development, the International Standards Organization
made a commitment to analyze environmental management practices. Subsequently, ISO formed an ISO
Technical Committee (TC 207) to develop standards in the field ofenvironmental management tools and
systems. Subsequently, those standards were identified as ISO 14000. Participants from about 120 countries,
primarily from the private sector, were involved in dle process. In the U.S., dle American National Standards
Institute (ANS!), the official U.S. representative to the ISO, formed a "TC207 TAG" (Technical Advisory
Group) to review the draft standards and develop position papers for the U.S. delegation.
ISO 14000 is contained in a series ofdocuments. ISO 1400 I - System Specification for an Environmenlt'll
Management System, is the basic framework for the Standard and contains the requirements that a:firm must
satisfy to become "ISOI4ooo certified."3 All of the odler documents in the series are management guidance
tools. Those documents are:
-ISO 14004Guidelines for use with ISO 1400 I
- ISO 14010 - 14012 Guidelines for Environmental Auditing
- ISO 14020 - 14024 Guidelines for Environmental Labeling
-ISO 14031Guidelines for Environmental PeIfOl'lllllDCe Evamation
- ISO 14040 - 14043 Guidelines for Environmental Management
-ISO 14050Terms and De:fiDitions
-ISO 14060Guide for the Inclusion ofEnviromnentaI Aspects in Product Standards
The ISO 14000 series provides Ii stIucture for integrating an EMS into an organization and it can be used by
firms of an sizes and types anywhere in the world. It can be implemented within the whole organization, for all
processes at one site, or just for Ii specific process. It is Ii structure for developing an environmental
management system.

ISO 14001, 14004 and 14010-14012 have all beenpubJ.isb.ed as final standards. Auditors have been trained and
a number ofcompanies have been certified as meeting the specifications contained in 1400 I. The other
guidance documents are in various stages ofpreparation. Publication dates are projected to range :from :late 1997
for several of the labeling standards, several of the life cycle assessment documents and. the Terms and
Definitions document to 1999 for the other documents in the series. 4
A company can develop and implement an EMS outside the framework of ISO 14000 and some companies have
done so. However, most companies have developed their EMS within the ISO 14000 framework even if they
have elected not to incur the expense and workload of being "certified." Discussions with a number of company
representatives that have developed an EMS following the 14000 framework have stated that although it is not
considered to be cost effective to become certified at 1his time, dleir companies have developed their systems
such that they could be certified if that proves to be advantageous in the futme. However, as of April 1997, 14
U.S. facilities, plus two facilities in Canada and one in Mexico have been certified to the international standard.
It is believed by most observers that the number ofcertified facilities will be rather smaIl for a year or so, but as
these "early adopters" report their experiences and both the accrediting organizatioos and industrial facilities
become more familiar with the requiremen.ts of the standard, the number of companies seeking certification will
rapidly increase.

EMS BENEFITS
The development and implementation of an EMS can provide many benefits to a company including:
~ providing a single management system to control data and track corporate euvironmental regulations
~ providing Ii marketing advmtage with customers, investors and dle community
~ assistiDg in the marketing of "green" products worldwide
~ improving the ability to obtain insurance coverage for pollution induced damages
- :reducing envi:romDentalliability and risk
- bettering the firms i:m.age in euvironmental performance md regulatory oompliance
- achieving cost saving in pollution prevention and energy resources.
In smDm!IIY, Ii well developed and smoothly operating EMS can be a vital instrument for increasing corporate
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accountability both intemally and externally. In addition, some companies who have a major commitment to
international trade have an additional impetus for implementing an ISO 1400 I EMS. The Emopean
Commission has approved ISO 14001 as a means ofdemonstrating partial compliance with Emope's EcoManagement and Audit Scheme (EMAS). 4 Compliance with EMAS is vital to doing business in most Emopean
countries. Thus, U.S. companies wishing to be competitive in those countries can utilize and be accredited under
the international standard and be assmed that their EMS will be acceptable in the EMAS regulated markets.
EMS AND INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY
EMS commits management to take an integrated approach to achieving continuous miprovement in the
companylfacility e.oviromnental management program. An "integrated" approach means all pollution media are
targeted, all employees are included in the process and all functions in the industrial process from planning to
shipment are continuously malyzed for posSlDle improvement. In such a system, nearly all energy efficiency
improvements, such as systematic maintenance, the installation of new energy efficient and pollution prevention
technology in the industrial processes and the use of automated control systems for continuous monitoring and
control of operating systems will become an integral part ofan EMS. Signjficmt resoUrce savings will accrue
from those energy efficiency improvements.
The value of an integrated approach to m8J!sging the operations ofindustrial facilities has been illustrat.ed in
several different studies.

An integrated approach to looking at a company's production process has been dramatically illustrated by the
Industrial AssessmClrt Program. (lAP) sponsored by the Department ofEnergy Office of Industrial Technologies.
For many years, the program conducted energy audits for smaIl industrial facilities. Several years ago, the
program expanded its audit capability and permitted the participating Centers to perform combined energy and
waste management assessments (the term waste management assessment was selected to sharply delineate the
assessments from "e.oviromnental audits"!). When only energy audits were being conducted, approximately
36% ofthe recommended improvements were implemented with an average energy cost savings oU1S,000 per
year. However, under the indnstrial assessment program the implementation rate for those recommendations
considered to be ~ related have risen to 46% and the annual average energy cost savings have risen to
$16,300. Fmther, 39010 of the recommended waste management recommendations have been implemented with
average annual cost savings of an additional $22,400. S Thus, the implemented cost savings are averaging nearly
$49,000 per year. The Industrial Assessment Program has proven that there is a high degree ofcorrelation
between energy and environmental management in industrial facilities. Analyzing the two in an integrated way
has resulted in substantial savings in each ofthe individual processes and in total for the industrial facility.

Wilton Armetale FonndIy as a result of the analysis performed under their EMS program decided to modify their
metal melting practices. At the completion of those process modifications, waste was rechwed by 4S% and
electric energy use was redooed by 33%. Plans are now underway to pmchase high efficiency melting
equipment which will reduce electricity use by another 40%. Continuing analysis also indicated that part of the
waste product:might be usable by mother industrial facility. Negotiations me now been completed with that
facility which will result in further 20% rednction in waste going to a landfilL Wilton also discovered that water
recycling, which was initiated as Ii pollotion prevention measure, has resnlted in savings in the energy used in the
finishing process. Data is now being gathered to quantify those savings. Fmther, Wilton determined, through
the analysis conducted under the EMS program, that other energy savings, particolarly electrical energy saving
coold be achieved in both the foundry and office buildings. Vmous energy efliciency improvements have been
made or are plam1ed in conjunction with other projects.6
Boyd, McCllelland, et a1, (1996) report that in their stw:ly of integrated paper plants (ie, plants where on-site raw
material is oomIerted to a final product) enviromnental compliance and productivity/capacity expansion are far
ahead ofenergy efficiency in competition for mvestment funds. However, those plants that were considered to
be "best practice" paper plants (ie, those plants where there was a systematic approach to determining
operational requirements md a commitment to continuous improvement) me obtained a distinct production
advantage over IlOJl best practice plants in that the best practice plants had a 12% lower fossil-fuel intensity and
used SOO!o less pm-chased electricity than Don best practice plants.7
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The symbiosis between improved industrial energy efficiency and industrial pollution prevention is becoming
more evident as companies and industrial facilities tmn their attention from merely conforming to environmental
regulations to the development of a m.anagement system that moves beyond mere compliance and seeks to
continually improve resomce management, production efficiency and environmental emissions. Not only is this
systematic management approach being taken by individual companies but whole industrial sectors are
beginDjng to take a more holistic approach. For example. the DOE Office ofIndustriaI Technologies is
facilitating the development of"Industries of the Future" with each of the major energy consuming industrial
sectors. The"indusby visions" vary from industry to indostIy. but a review of their vision statements nweals
that they understand the importance of looking at the total :industriaI process. The gltiss industry vision contains
the foIIowing goals: reduce production costs 200Al below 1995 levels: reduce process energy use by 50%; and
reduce airlwater emissions by 20%. The metal casting indusIly vision cites among their objectives: develop
advanced manufacturing teclmologies to increase productivity 150/'0. reduce lead times 50%. reduce energy
consumption by 3-5%; and develop enviromnental technologies that will achieve 100% pre and post consumer
recycling. The steel industry vision. in identifying major challenges and barriers. states that: "the pressure to
improve cmviromnental perfonnance will remain a wmpetitive challenge ... ; the industry will remain energy
and resource intensive and vulnerable to volatile energy prices ... ; pressure to reduce solid. waste. maximize
resources and increase recycling must be factored in ... " The forest products iDdustry recognizes the
interrelationships in the pulp and paper production process by stating that of the six areas most critical to the
industry. four ofthem (energy perfonnance. enviromnenta.I performance. recycling and sensors and controls) are
part of the industrial process. In order to meet the needs ofthose criticaI areas. they established as two of their
five primary goals: "to be capable ofmeeting demanding enviroDmental requirements without the predicted
increases in capital expenditures. operating costs. and energy consumption. And "to continue the significant
progress in building energy self-sufficiency ... " Similarly. the aluminum indosby stated that to meet the goals
established for the industry. the iDdustry will need to maintain scientific and engineering leadership in the six
areas of: energy efficieocy. manufactoriog processes and techn()Jogies. ecoIogica1 sostainability. enabling
technologies. infomWion technologies and comp1JtJltional materials. All ofthose areas are integral parts of the
manufacturing process and all related <me to another.
Each industry. in a slightly different way. has recognized the interrelationships among and between resources.

prodw::tion. and enviroDmental management. Their key strategies call for an integrated approach to achieving
their long range vision.s

The foregoing examples illustrate that mmy industriaI sites. companies. and whole industrial sectors are actively
involved in improving their total efficiency. And as a part ofthat process. industriaI energy efficiency and
environmental issues are being evaluated in a more comprehensive and complementary manner. Bat. more can
be done. Industrial energy efficiency professionals should be aware of. and promote. many and diverse
approaches to increasing plant efficiencies and reducing emissions.
POTENTIAL PR.OGRAM LINKAGES
One of the initiatives ~h offers an oppommity for synergism is the EPA-sponsored BroWDfields
Redevelopment program. "BrowDfields" are idle. or lmde:rotilized industrial and commercial sites where
expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived enviroDmental contamination. There are
approximately 425.000 such sites in the U.S. The EPA BroWDfields program is directed toward revitaIizing
those contaminated properties md to bring life and economic vitality back to the site or community. There are
many facets to, and many arguments concerning. the Brownfields program but one ofthe prime conce.ms is that
the businesses plamiing to develop the Brownfields sites do not add to the site contamination. The development
and use of an EMS by the new occupant/operator would provide assurance that the site would aclrieve a level of
enviromnentaI performance beyond "mere compliance" with mmQnum regulatory requirements and reduce their
environmental risk exposure. Eqnally important. the EMS process ofcontinual analysis. planning. feedback and
improvement would ensure that other efficiencies in areas such as resource management, energy use and process
operations are achieved. Properly ac:lministered, a Brown:fields redevelopment program with an ISO 14000 type
EMS component, would foIfill mmy of the objectives set out for the program.9
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Another program that shares many ofthe concepts and basic premises of an industrial EMS program is the Eco-Industrial Park (EIP) concept. In both programs, the site is looked upon as an integrated and holistic facility.
"The design of the EIP will emphasize waste minimization. conservation ofenergy, and maxim:mn use of the
most environmentally friendly materials in the construction and gperation ofthe facilities. Internal engineering
and operational standards will demonstrate best environmental practice in energy use, solid waste reduction and
water management. Resource and energy use will be mapped."10 Although slightly different terminology is
used, it is clear that the process and the end result of an industrial facility EMS and the establisbment of an EIP
have the same goal. That is, to develop and implement a program where best management practices are
exercised., personnel at all levels are mvolved and there is a commitment to continuous improvement in all
operations ofthe facility.
ME. Porter and C.L. van der Linde have also recognized the interrelationship between energy and the
enviromnent, but they have taken a slightly different approach. Instead ofleaving it lip to industry to worlc
within the frameworlc ofpresent environmeDtal regulations, they argue that well designed regulations can lead
industry to develop innovative approaches that result in both productivity improvements and emission that meet
or exceed the environmental requirements. 11 Similarly, if regulators provide those companies or facilities that
have well developed and smoothly nmning EMS programs some :t1.exJ."bility determining how emissicm
standards are met, then the result will likely be increased energy and production efficiencies as well as reduced

m

emissions
Researchers can also benefit from the widespread utilization of an EMS. It is well recognized that new
technologies are developed as a direct result of operational identification of a function that could be performed in
a better way. It is suggested that under the continuing analysis and improvement regime required under an EMS,
there will be an increased demand for new and improved technologies. The resnh could be both a better system
offeedback to the researcher that a new technology or process is needed and an improved communication
channel for the researcher to present the results of the research efforts.
CONCLUSION
As demonstrated throughout this paper, the old axiom that the whole is greater than the smn of its parts can be
equally applied to relationsb.ip between energy efficiency and environmental management. It has been
demonstrated in different programs, different industries and different facilities that when an industrial facility is
viewed as integrated system, the interrelationships of the various components of the system can be readily

identified making it much easier to justify cost-effective improvements that provide benefits to several or more
elenlents of the system. Boyd, McClellan, et al, in their study ofintegrated paper and steel mills draw the
conclusion that "To the extent environmental and energy policies focus more broadly on increasing production
efficiency md achieving more 'win - win' solutions, then the capital constraints associated with pollution
abatement and capital rationing may be less important. "12 A more broadly stated corollary could be postulated
as follows: EnvIronmental md energy policies should focus on encouraging, promoting and supporting the
analyses, actions, and toU! commitment called for in the development, implementation and aggressive
maintenmce of m environmental management system. The result would be a "win - win" situation that would
have multiple benefits: decreased production (including energy) cost, decreased emissions, m increase in
competitiveness, and a more positive image with both customers and the community.
In that scenario, the tensions between the advocates of the various disciplines and technologies would no longer
need to justify their needs in competition with the others. Rather, both energy efficiency experts and
envirm:Imental supporters can worlc together to facilitate more synergistic envirom:nental and energy efficiency
policies md procedures that would provide benefits md :rewards to both.
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